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fan of handmade crafts. For example, last Ramadan I dec-
orated the Girgian bags that kids give to teachers and
classmates. I do similar things for my younger child to save
money and make him more creative,” she explained.

Um Talia, a 28-year-old teacher, told Kuwait Times that
sometimes schools do not need that many supplies. “The
school is deceiving parents by obligating them to buy too
much. The truth is that the school does not need them.
They give us old supplies to use and stock the remaining
at the school,” she said.

Alia Abdulraheem, 35, also a teacher, said she always
checks for sales before she shops for her children. “I buy
school supplies from stores that are running sales. They
are always selling basics like crayons, folders and more for
less. Also, at 100-fils stores, you can find basic supplies
like folders, rulers, lunch bags and educational games
cheaper than at popular stores,” she noted. Abdulraheem
added the best hack is to wait until after the school year
starts to stock up and buy supplies at clearance prices in
larger quantities.

Its also good to prioritize the items as most needed. Chil-
dren usually need notebooks and folders right away but
some items won’t be used until later in the school year. If
possible ask the teacher what supplies can be purchased
at a later date and if you can stagger sending in supplies a
bit at a time so that the children have what they need but
you don’t have to buy all of it at once. 

Kuwait goes back to school
this coming week with most
private schools kicking off
and public schools starting as
of 8 September. Families
across the country spend
thousands of dinars every
year on school tuition, 
uniforms and supplies. 
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